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Abstract

Video surveillance systems are used to enhance the pub-
lic safety and private assets. Automatic anomaly detec-
tion is vital in such surveillance systems to reduce the hu-
man labor and its associated costs. Previous works only
consider spatial-temporal features. In many complex real-
world scenarios, such visual features are unable to capture
the semantic meanings required to further improve accu-
racy. To deal with such issues, we propose a novel frame-
work: Text Empowered Video Anomaly Detection (TEVAD)
which utilizes both visual and text features. Text features
complements the visual features as they are semantically
rich. Specifically, we compute text features based on the
captions of the videos to capture the semantic meanings of
abnormal events and thus improve the overall performance
of video anomaly detection. Extensive experiments demon-
strate that our proposed framework achieves state-of-the-
art results on four benchmark datasets (i.e. ShanghaiTech,
UCF-Crime, XD-Violence, and UCSD-Pedestrians) and
achieves improved robustness. We further analyze the cap-
tions to provide additional explainability for the anomalous
videos identified by our proposed algorithm. Our codes are
available at https://github.com/coranholmes/
TEVAD.

1. Introduction
Video anomaly detection has many practical applica-

tions. In manufacturing, it can detect abnormal behavior
(e.g. workers tripping) and irregular operations in the pro-
duction process. In healthcare, intelligent video surveil-
lance systems can reduce the workload of nurses, moni-
tor the conditions of patients and automatically trigger the
alarm if an incident occurs to ensure the timely assistance
delivered to patients. In public safety domain, anomaly de-
tection can be used to detect illegal behaviors such as fights
and shootings to ensure the police officers can be dispatched
timely and reduce personal and property losses [2, 37].

Despite the wide range of application scenarios, video
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Figure 1. Our TEVAD first generates dense captions for snippets
of a video, before using both visual and text modalities for video
anomaly detection. The right side shows the predicted anomaly
score and the contributions of each word to the prediction. The
use of captions provides explainability to the model: the illustrated
video is classified anomalous due to the “skating” action.

anomaly detection is a challenging task because such train-
ing data are very unbalanced between positive and negative
classes, i.e. there are usually fewer positive examples (ab-
normal events) than negative examples (regular events). In
addition, the large diversity of abnormal events mean that
the training set often do not contain every possible type of
anomalies, hindering the applicability of traditional super-
vised learning methods for detecting video anomalies. Fur-
thermore, abnormal events in video are vaguely defined due
to their ambiguous nature and may cover a wide variety of
human activities. Such typical uncertainties of anomalies
further complicate the video anomaly detection tasks.

Since video anomaly detection can be used in many
scenarios, there have been many attempts on this research
topic. Most of the previous models use the spatial-temporal
visual features like Temporal Segment Networks (TSN)
[55], 3D ConvNet (C3D) [51] or Inflated 3D ConvNet (I3D)
[7] to represent the video frames or snippets and perform the
video anomaly detection using these visual features.

However, such methods do not consider the high-level
semantic meanings of the videos making it difficult to de-
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tect certain abnormal events and generalize the models to
complex scenarios. Moreover, the actual detection is done
based on the anomaly scores generated by the models which
are obscure to the front-end surveillance systems users.

On the other hand, video captioning models are trained
in a supervised manner using text-video pairs, and learn
symbolic representations (words) that are grounded with the
visual elements (e.g. people, objects, actions). Recently,
through the use of advanced techniques such as transformer
[52], the semantically-rich features can be effectively em-
bedded into video captioning models [30, 46, 63]. As a re-
sult, such models are able to interpret the input videos with
semantically meaningful captions. Such semantic meanings
are often absent or extremely difficult to extract solely from
the visual features. Inspired by these works, we propose
a novel approach to interpret the deep and rich semantic
meanings through the use of video-to-text process to im-
prove both accuracy and robustness of weakly supervised
video anomaly detection problem.

Specifically, we divide the videos into short snippets
and generate the dense captions for these snippets. These
features are fused with the visual features to compute the
anomaly scores and perform the video anomaly detection.
Experimental results show that captions help improve the
performance of video anomaly detection. The use of cap-
tion has the additional benefit of providing explanability to
our model. An example is shown in Figure 1, where high
predicted anomaly score of the video snippet is largely due
to the “skating” action.

Our contributions of this work are:

• We propose a framework, TEVAD, which exploits
both visual and text features for video anomaly detec-
tion with different multi-modal fusion methods.

• We extend multi-scale temporal learning to text fea-
tures to better capture the dependencies between snip-
pet features.

• Our proposed framework outperforms the state-of-the-
arts (SOTA) methods on four benchmark datasets and
achieves improved robustness.

• We further conduct additional analysis to provide
explainability for the anomalous videos identified
through the use of a word-masking protocol.

2. Related work
2.1. Image anomaly detection using captions

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
to incorporate captions in video anomaly detection tasks.
Nevertheless, a few prior works uses captions to perform
image anomaly detection. In one of the works [20], the
authors use a DenseCap [23] module to generate the re-
gions of interest and their captions. Image based features

are extracted using CNN networks on the detected regions.
Caption based features are calculated using Word2Vec [36].
Then they concatenate the embeddings and image based
features together and perform unsupervised anomaly de-
tection using clustering. Another work [14] exploits more
state-of-the-art CLIP [42] model and performs experiments
on CIFAR-10 dataset [27]. For experimental setting, they
treat one category as abnormal while the others as nor-
mal. Their proposed method basically follows the zero-shot
classifier described in the original CLIP paper with limited
adaptation. However, the assumption that the normal and
abnormal category are well defined is not practical in the
real-world scenarios.

2.2. Video anomaly detection using visual features

The mainstream methods for anomaly detection in
videos can be divided into several categories, depending on
the amount of supervision during training.

Earlier efforts focused on the unsupervised learning sce-
nario, where only normal data are available during training.
With the emergence of generative models, many approaches
proposed such networks to learn the representation of nor-
mal data [11, 19, 32, 38, 40, 43, 44, 53, 54]. The basic as-
sumption is that such models only learn the normal repre-
sentation thus would be unable to reconstruct the abnormal
data. However, this assumption does not always hold in
many scenarios due to the absence of prior knowledge of ab-
normal data, resulting in inferior performance. To address
this issue, some researchers [3,17,64] proposed to generate
the pseudo anomalies and perform pseudo-supervised train-
ing on the normal and pseudo abnormal data.

Since then, leveraging some abnormal samples have
shown more potential compared to unsupervised learn-
ing methods. However, frame level annotations on video
datasets are especially expensive. Recently, weakly su-
pervised methods has gradually attracted more attention in
terms of video anomaly detection tasks. This is because
weakly supervised models can be trained on binary video-
level labels while being able to predict frame-level labels.
Most of the weakly supervised methods [8,13,35,39,45,48,
50, 59, 68] are based on Multiple Instance Learning (MIL)
framework. These work mainly propose different aggre-
gation functions to process features or anomaly scores so
that video-level labels can be used to indirectly supervise
instance-level learning. We design our framework which
supports the weakly supervised learning as well.

2.3. Video captioning

Video captioning is an important task in video under-
standing [47]. Several works [12, 21, 42, 49] focused on
exploring different 2D/3D video representations to facili-
tate video captioning tasks. Moreover, many efforts have
been made to learn object-level representations [22, 65, 66]
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Figure 2. The overview of the proposed TEVAD. TEVAD first splits the input video into T snippets and feed them into two individual
branches. The text branch computes text features based on generated dense captions of snippets, while the visual branch extracts visual
features. Both modality features go through a multi-scale temporal networks before being fused together and passed to a binary classifier
that outputs anomaly scores for each video snippet which are then propagated to predict the frame level anomaly scores.

to further improve the performance of video captioning.
More recently, with the success of transformer mod-

els [10, 52] in natural language processing fields, the com-
puter vision community has tried to apply the ideas on
different downstream tasks and achieved promising results
[5, 18, 28, 29, 33, 67]. Specifically, [30, 46, 63] have pro-
posed end-to-end vision transformer based models to per-
form video captioning and achieved significantly improved
performance.

3. Our method
Figure 2 shows an overview of our Text Empowered

Video Anomaly Detection (TEVAD) framework. Given
training videos V , TEVAD first splits each input video
v ∈ V into T snippets. Afterwards, two separate branches
extract visual and text features for each snippet in parallel.
The text branch generates dense captions (Section 3.1.1)
before transforming them to sentence embeddings (Sec-
tion 3.1.2), while the visual branch extracts visual I3D [7]
features. Multi-scale temporal networks are included in
both branches to better capture multi-scale temporal de-
pendencies (Section 3.3). The resulting multi-scale visual
Fvis ∈ Rdvis and text features Ftxt ∈ Rdtxt are fused together
(Section 3.4), and used to calculate the feature magnitude
of snippets. Top-K largest feature magnitudes from nor-
mal and abnormal videos are passed to train a binary snip-
pet classifier. During interference phase, the trained snip-
pet classifier is able to predict the snippet level predictions
which are propagated to the individual frames within each
snippet to obtain frame level predictions (Section 3.5).

3.1. Generating text features for videos

3.1.1 Generating dense captions for videos

Although there are some research works [26, 56] featuring
generating dense captions for videos, the performance of

such models is often not satisfying enough compared to sin-
gle caption generation models. Particularly, it is challenging
for dense caption models to determine the number of “im-
portant events” in the video sequences which is essential in
video anomaly detection.

In view of this, we propose to use single caption models
to generate captions needed for producing text features. To
fuse the text features with visual features in the next step,
a caption needs to be generated for each snippet. However,
each snippet usually only includes too few frames for gener-
ating meaningful video captions. To circumvent this prob-
lem, we employ a sliding window strategy and compute the
caption for a consecutive 64 frames for every 16 frame. Al-
though this sliding window strategy results in redundant in-
formation being encoded, it has the advantage of minimiz-
ing information loss and preserving important events.

In this work, we use one of the state-of-the-art video cap-
tioning model SwinBERT [30] to generate the descriptions
of video snippets. Apart from the performance, another
reason we choose SwinBERT is that it uses a Video Swin
Transformer (VidSwin) [34] to extract visual features in-
stead of I3D features used in the visual branch of TEVAD.
The different network architectures encourages the learning
of different representations so as to improve the anomaly
detection performance.

To generate the captions, we use pre-trained models on
several different video captioning datasets (i.e. MSVD [9],
VATEX [58] , TVC [29]) instead of training on datasets
used for experiments described in Section 4. This is because
the anomaly detection datasets do not contain the necessary
captions to train the captioning model. As a result, the cap-
tions do not always reflect the video contents accurately.
Despite this, as we show in the results in Section 4, these
inaccurate captions are still highly beneficial for anomaly
detection.
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3.1.2 Generating sentence embeddings for videos

To compute the text features from generated video cap-
tions, we use SimCSE [15] to generate sentence embed-
dings. SimCSE is a framework using contrastive learning
methods to learn sentence embeddings by using dropout
noises and incorporating annotated pairs from natural lan-
guage inference datasets. It uses “entailment” pairs as posi-
tives and “contradiction” pairs as hard negatives to train the
framework and achieves good results.

Notably, the proposed TEVAD framework is quite flex-
ible in terms of each individual component and SimCSE
can be replaced by other state-of-the-art sentence embed-
ding models with minimum adaptations.

3.2. Generating visual features for videos

In this work, we extract I3D [7] features using a ResNet-
50 [21] as backbone. Following previous works [13, 50],
we perform ten-crop or five-crop augmentation on datasets
to obtain better performance. For five-crop, we crop the
given frame into four corners and the central crop. For ten-
crop, we further include the horizontal flipped version of
five-crop.

C3D, TSN or other feature extractors can also be used
to replace the I3D feature extractor used in the proposed
framework. Previous experiments [8, 50] show that I3D
achieves the best performance among other feature extrac-
tors for similar tasks, thus we use I3D features for the fol-
lowing experiments.

3.3. Multi-scale temporal feature learning

Multi-scale Temporal Network (MTN) was firstly pro-
posed in [50] to capture the long and short range temporal
dependencies between visual features of snippets. In this
work, we extend MTN to process the text features and then
fuse them with visual features. The performance improves
significantly after adding MTN to process text features (see
Section 4).

Similar to the visual MTN, the text MTN also includes a
3-layer pyramid dilated convolutions (PDC) [31] block and
a non-local block (NLB) [57]. The PDC over time span
is used to learn multi-scale representation of video snip-
pets while the NLB is used to learn the global temporal
dependencies between video snippets. More details are in-
troduced in Section A of the supplementary materials.

The outputs from the two blocks are concatenated and
added to the original features to produce the final output
of text MTN denoted as F̄txt = fMTN (Ftxt; θ), where
F̄txt ∈ Rdtxt and θ comprises the weights for all convo-
lution functions described in this section. Both visual and
text features go through the similar process thus we have
F̄vis = fMTN (Fvis; θ), where F̄vis ∈ Rdvis . By apply-
ing MTN to process both visual and text features, TEVAD

is able to learn the temporal dependencies between video
snippets in both modalities.

3.4. Multi-modal feature fusion

After obtaining the output from MTN, we employ the
late fusion scheme [4] to fuse the features together. We
investigate three different fusion methods: concatenation,
addition and product. Since visual features are five/ten-
cropped, the text features are tiled for five/ten times to be
consistent with visual features.

(a) concatenation: We direct concatenate F̄vis and
F̄txt given by: X = {F̄vis|F̄txt} where X ∈ Rdvis+dtxt .

(b) addition: We employ an element-wise addition be-
tween the visual and text embedding features. However,
since dvis > dtxt, we add a fully connected layer to reduce
the dimension of visual features to the same as the text fea-
tures and fuse the two by X = fFC(F̄vis; δ)+ F̄txt, where
X ∈ Rdtxt and δ comprises all the weights of the full con-
nected layers described in this section.

(b) product: We employ a Hadamard product between
the visual and text embedding features. Similar to addition,
a fully connected layer is added to reduce the dimension
of visual features and the fused features are calculated by
X = fFC(F̄vis; δ)⊙ F̄txt, where X ∈ Rdtxt .

Overall, we use X = ffuse(F̄vis, F̄txt; δ) to denote
the fused features in the following sections. Three fully
connected layers are added to calculate the anomaly scores
given by s = fpred(X; δ). Additionally, S = {si}T1 denotes
the anomaly scores of snippets in one video v = {Xi}T1 .

3.5. Model training

During the training phase, the model only has access to
video level labels. According to [50], abnormal snippets
have larger feature magnitude than normal ones. We follow
the same work and use l2 norm to compute the feature mag-
nitude. topK(v; k) is used to denote such a subset which
includes k snippets with the highest magnitude among the
T snippets in a video. The feature magnitude of a video v
is computed as:

fFM (v; k) =
1

k

∑
Xi∈topK(v;k)

∥Xi∥2 (1)

The purpose of training is to maximise the difference be-
tween the anomaly score of normal videos and abnormal
videos. Thus the total training loss of the normal and ab-
normal videos in one batch are denoted as:

Lfm =



|V|∑
j=1

(c− fFM (vj ; k)), if yj = 1

|V|∑
j=1

fFM (vj ; k), if yj = 0

(2)
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where c is a pre-defined constant and |V| is the number of
videos in the training set.

Similarly, the average of the selected k snippets’
anomaly scores is calculated to represent the anomaly score
of the whole video as:

fs(v; k) =
1

k

∑
Xi∈topK(v;k)

fpred(Xi; δ) (3)

For the actual anomaly detection, we train a simple binary
classifier by using a binary cross entropy loss:

Lbce = − 1

|V|

|V|∑
j=1

(yj log(fs(vj ; k))

+(1− yj) log(1− fs(vj ; k)))

(4)

Overall, the loss function is given as below where α is
a hyper-parameter to adjust the weights of the loss compo-
nents.

L = αLfm + Lbce (5)

4. Experimental results
4.1. Datasets and evaluation metrics

We present the results of TEVAD on four different
datasets, namely UCSD Ped2 [62], ShanghaiTech [32],
UCF-Crime [48], and XD-Violence [61]. Among the four
datasets, UCF-Crime and XD-Violence are designed for the
weakly supervised video anomaly detection task while the
other two are originally designed for unsupervised or semi-
supervised video anomaly detection tasks. More detailed
introduction of these datasets are provided in Section B of
the supplementary materials.

To evaluate the performance of TEVAD, we consider
Area Under the ROC curve (AUC) which is widely used
for evaluation in video anomaly detection fields. We adopt
the micro-averaged AUC by concatenating all frames then
computing the AUC scores on UCF-Crime, ShanghaiTech
and UCSD Ped2 datasets. For XD-Violence, since most of
the previous work used Average Precision (AP), we use it as
the evaluation metric to make the results comparable. Simi-
larly, we adopt the micro-averaged AP by concatenating all
frames.

4.2. Implementation details

Visual Feature extraction Given a video, we split it
into non-overlapping 16-frame snippets. For UCF-Crime,
ShanghaiTech and UCSD Ped2 datasets, we use an I3D
feature extractor with a ResNet50 backbone pretrained on
Kinetic-400 [24] to extract the visual features of snippets
with a dimension dvis = 2048 from Mixed-5c layer. We
use the I3D features provided by the author of XD-Violence
directly with dvis = 1024.

Text feature extraction We use the default setting for
SwinBERT pretrained on VATEX dataset [58] to generate
captions. As described in Section 3, the caption of each
snippet is generated based on the current and the following
three snippets with a total number of 64 frames. To extract
the sentence embeddings of the captions, we use the de-
fault setting of supervised SimCSE pretrained on bert-base-
uncased. The dimension of text features for each snippet is
dtxt = 768.
Multi-scale temporal feature learning For 3-layer pyra-
mid dilated convolutions in MTN, we set the dilation pa-
rameter as 1,2,4 respectively following [50]. We set α =
0.0001 in Equation (5).
Training details We train our model on a single V100
GPU using Pytorch [41]. The model is trained with a batch
size of 64 using an Adam [25] optimiser with a learning rate
of 0.001 and weight decay of 0.005.

4.3. Results on benchmark datasets

We divide previous models or frameworks for video
anomaly detection into supervised and unsupervised meth-
ods and show the results from Tabs. 1 to 4. For comparisons,
we use the published results of other methods.

Type Source Method AUC (%)

Unsup

CVPR’18 Liu et al. [32] 95.4
WACV’22 FastAno [40] 96.3
CVPR’21 SSMTL [16] 97.5
CVPR’20 CL-VAD [11] 97.8
TPAMI’21 Georgescu et al. [17] 98.7

Sup

CVPR’19 GCN-Anomaly [68] 93.2
CVPR’18 Sultani et al. [48] 92.3
ICCV’21 RTFM [50] 98.6
– TEVAD 98.7

Table 1. Frame-level AUC results on UCSD Ped2 dataset.

Results on UCSD Ped2: The frame-level micro AUC
results on UCSD Ped2 dataset are presented in Tab. 1. This
dataset is relatively old and small-scaled thus over studied.
Nevertheless, our proposed model still performs best com-
pared to the SOTA unsupervised and supervised methods.

Results on ShanghaiTech: The frame-level micro AUC
results on ShanghaiTech dataset are presented in Tab. 2.
This dataset has been well studied but our proposed frame-
work managed to outperform the SOTA unsupervised meth-
ods and supervised methods by a minimum of 14.9% and
1.2% respectively. [17] achieves similar performance as
ours on this dataset but much worse on UCF-Crime dataset
which indicates that their method can perform well on de-
tecting anomalies in daily settings but is not adaptive in
terms of detecting rarer anomalies like crime related events.
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Type Source Method AUC (%)

Unsup

CVPR’20 CL-VAD [11] 71.6
TPAMI’21 Georgescu et al. [17] 82.7
CVPR’22 SSPCAB [43] 83.6
CVPR’22 SSMTL [1] 83.7

Sup

CVPR 2019 GCN-Anomaly [68] 84.4
ICME’20 AR-Net [53] 91.2
IEEE Trans Multimedia’21 Chang et al. [8] 92.3
CVPR’21 MIST [13] 94.8
CVPR’22 BN-SVP [45] 96.0
ICCV’21 RTFM [50] 97.2
TIP’21 Wu et al. [59] 97.5
– TEVAD 98.1

Table 2. Frame-level AUC results on ShanghaiTech dataset.

Type Source Method AUC (%)

Unsup
ICCV’19 BODS [54] 68.3
ICCV’19 GODS [54] 70.5
Patter Recog’20 FSCN [60] 70.6

Sup

CVPR’18 Sultani et al. [48] 75.4
CVPR’19 GCN-Anomaly [68] 82.1
CVPR’21 MIST [13] 82.3
CVPR’22 BN-SVP [45] 83.4
ICCV’21 RTFM [50] 84.3
IEEE Trans Multimedia’21 Chang et al. [8] 84.6
TIP’21 Wu et al. [59] 84.9
– TEVAD 84.9

Table 3. Frame-level AUC results on UCF-Crime dataset.

Type Source Method AP (%)

Sup

arXiv’22 CSL-TAL [39] 71.7
CVPR’18 Sultani et al. [48] 75.7
TIP’21 Wu et al. [59] 75.9
IEEE Trans Multimedia’21 Chang et al. [8] 76.9
ICCV’21 RTFM [50] 77.8
– TEVAD 79.8

Table 4. Frame-level AP results on XD-Violence dataset.

Results on UCF-Crime: The frame-level micro AUC
results on UCF-Crime dataset are presented in Tab. 3. This
dataset was first designed for weakly supervised anomaly
detection tasks thus there are fewer unsupervised solutions.
Our proposed method outperforms all unsupervised meth-
ods by a minimum of 14.3% in AUC. In terms of super-
vised methods, our results are slightly better if we consider
two decimal digits compared to the second last model [59]
and outperforms their model in all other datasets.

Results on XD-Violence: The frame-level micro AUC
results on XD-Violence dataset are presented in Tab. 4.
Since this is a relatively new dataset released in 2020 with
limited recent works focusing on unsupervised learning, we
list only supervised methods here for comparisons. Notably,
XD-Violence is an audiovisual dataset which includes both
visual and audio modalities. Since we only use the visual
information for video anomaly detection, for a fair compar-
ison, we include methods which use visual features only.
Comparing to other supervised methods with similar set-
ting, our method is 2% better than the second best work [50]
and more than 4% better than the other work [39, 48, 59].

To summarize, our proposed TEVAD framework consis-
tently outperforms the SOTA methods on four benchmark
datasets in video anomaly detection field. This demon-
strates the proposed framework can be generalized well to
different background scenes.

4.4. Ablation studies

4.4.1 Effectiveness of main components

We perform an ablation study on different datasets to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the main components in
TEVAD and the results are shown in percentage format
in Tab. 5. To be consistent, we show the AUC results
for UCSD Ped2, ShanghaiTech and UCF-Crime dataset
and AP results for XD-Violence dataset. It can be ob-
served from the table that all four datasets show a con-
sistent improvement in performance by adding text fea-
tures. In addition, the performance can be further boosted
if the text features are processed using MTN. To sum up,
TEVAD’s performance increases by 14.88%, 3.93%, 1.8%
and 2.82% on UCSD Ped2, ShanghaiTech, UCF-Crime and
XD-Violence datasets respectively compared to using visual
features alone.

4.4.2 Impact of captions quality

Since the anomaly detection datasets do not contain the
necessary captions to train the captioning model, we use
the pre-trained models trained on other video captioning
datasets. To understand the impact of different pretrained
models (i.e. caption quality), we perform additional experi-
ments on UCF-Crime dataset as it is the most challenging.

It can be observed from Tab. 6 that VATEX pre-trained
models perform better than the other two. These results are
intuitive as MSVD [9] is a relatively small video caption-
ing dataset and does not contain enough crime or violence
related video content. In addition, although TVC [29] is
relatively large, videos in this dataset are collected from TV
programs and are significantly different from the surveil-
lance contexts in crime dataset. On the other hand, VATEX
contains a large number of videos covering 600 human ac-
tivities which follows the Kinetics-600 [6] taxonomy. Hu-
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Visual Text Fusion Ped2 (%) Shanghai (%) Crime (%) Violence (%)

✓ × × 83.81 94.17 83.1 76.94
✓ Vanilla concat 93.17 97.85 83.18 77.91
✓ MTN concat 96.71 97.86 84.9 79.3
✓ MTN add 98.69 98.1 84.13 79.76
✓ MTN product 94.12 97.2 83.83 78.49

Table 5. Ablation study results.

“a group of people are riding
bikes around in a town square.”

“a group of people are riding
bikes around a walkway.”

“a man is walking in a store
and he is drinking a beer
bottle.”

“a man is juggling a bottle of
liquor and then he throws it
to the camera.”

(a) (b) (c)

“a man is laying on the ground
and is breathing on his back.”

“a large crowd of people are
gathered around and cheering
for a man.”

Figure 3. Example results from (a) ShanghaiTech (riding a bike), (b) XD-Violence (riot) , and (c) UCF-Crime (vandalism) datasets. The
top row shows predicted anomaly scores and the groundtruth labels. For frames labeled with green or red arrows, we also show the image
frames and their associated generated captions in the bottom row.

Fusion Pre-trained AUC (%)

add MSVD 82.9
concat MSVD 83.8

add TVC 82.3
concat TVC 82.6

add VATEX 84.1
concat VATEX 84.9

Table 6. Experimental results using different SwinBERT pre-
trained models.

man activities cover punching person (boxing), slapping,
sword fighting, lighting fire etc. are highly possible to be
relevant to crimes or violence. Such findings demonstrate
that better captions results help improve the overall video
anomaly detection results.

4.5. Robustness comparisons

Another advantage of TEVAD is that it is more robust by
considering both visual and text modalities. We run 1,000
epochs for both RTFM and our method and evaluate every 5
epochs after training for 50 epochs. The standard deviations

of AUC/AP are presented in Tab. 7.
It can be concluded from the experimental results that

multi-modality features help improve the robustness of the
model. TEVAD shows a more robust results on Ped2,
ShanghaiTech and Crime datasets when the text features
are added. In addition, the framework achieves the lowest
standard deviation in terms of AUC/AP on all four datasets
when MTN is applied to process the text features.

4.6. Qualitative analysis

We provide some qualitative results from different
datasets in Figure 3. In terms of anomaly scores, our
TEVAD can effectively predict a small score for normal
snippets and a large score for abnormal snippets regardless
of the different background scenes and the types of abnor-
mal events. Additionally, our model is able to detect multi-
ple abnormal events (Figure 3 (c)), which makes it applica-
ble to real-world scenarios. Moreover, the margins between
normal and abnormal snippets are relatively clear.

In terms of the usability (i.e. quality of generated cap-
tions), TEVAD works well on ShanghaiTech dataset which
manly contains day to day activities and can effectively cap-
ture the main abnormal event like “riding bikes” (Figure 3
(a)). Figure 3 (b) and (c) present more challenging videos
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Visual Text Fusion Ped2 (%) Shanghai (%) Crime (%) Violence (%)

✓ × × 14.77 3.18 1.98 4.63
✓ Vanilla concat 7.4 1.62 1.86 4.96
✓ MTN concat 3.43 1.33 1.75 6.92
✓ MTN add 5.83 1.61 1.48 4.27
✓ MTN product 4.62 2.09 1.62 4.67

Table 7. Robustness of using both modality features.

(a)

(b)

(c)

0 0.02 0 -0.01 0.01
a group of people are
0.03 0.06 -0.01 0 -0.07
riding bikes around a walkway

0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0.01
a man is holding a
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0
gun and then he shoots
0.01 0.01 0.01 0
it at the camera.

0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
a group of people are
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.04
in a room and one
0.03 0.03 0.09 0.03
of them falls down.

Figure 4. Example results from (a) ShanghaiTech (riding a bike),
(c) XD-Violence (shooting), and (b) UCF-Crime (arrest) datasets
showing the contribution of each word in the caption to the snippet
anomaly score. An image frame of the abnormal event from the
snippet is also shown on the right of each caption.

which includes the abnormal event of “riot” and “vandal-
ism” respectively. Notably, though the VATEX dataset used
for training the captioning models does not explicitly in-
clude such activities, the generated captions capture the
similar semantic meaning in the embedding space. For ex-
ample, “a large crowd of people are gathered” is possibly
related to riot while “throws it to the camera” indicates po-
tential vandalism.

4.7. Explainability analysis

Although the generated captions may not be completely
accurate in some cases, we conduct additional analysis to
demonstrate the explainability of incorporating captions for
video anomaly detection tasks. During the inference phase,
we iteratively mask each word in the caption of the snippet
and calculate the sentence embeddings (i.e. text features)
based on the masked captions. The text features are then
fused with the visual features and fed into the trained model

to predict the anomaly scores for each snippet of the video.
Figure 4 shows the explainability results to understand

the contribution of each word in captions of the snippets.
The score above each word in the caption is the differ-
ence between the anomaly score by masking this word and
the original anomaly score without masking. Therefore, a
higher score indicates a higher contribution to the predicted
anomaly score.

Figure 4 (a) shows the caption and an image of a video
snippet from ShanghaiTech dataset. This snippet contains
an abnormal event of “riding a bicycle”. Consequently,
the word “bikes” contributes the most for identifying this
anomalous event comparing to other words in the caption.
Similarly in Figure 4 (b), the word “gun” contributes most
for identifying the “shooting” scene in this snippet. On the
other hand, Figure 4 (c) shows an inaccurate caption for a
snippet related to an “arrest” scene from crime dataset. Re-
gardless of the inaccuracy of the caption, the word “fall”
which is possibily related to the “arrest” action contributes
significantly for identifying the anomalous event.

The observations described in this section and previous
Section 4.6 provides the insights that the performance of
TEVAD framework can potentially be further improved if
some captions of the video anomaly detection datasets are
available.

5. Conclusions

Video anomaly detection is a critical yet challenging task
in many real-world scenarios. Most of previous works only
consider using spatial-temporal visual features to perform
video anomaly detection and fail to capture the semantic
meaning of complex anomalies in real world contexts. In
this work, we have proposed a weakly supervised frame-
work called TEVAD which uses both visual and text modal-
ity features to perform video anomaly detection tasks. We
extend MTN to process sentence embeddings of captions
to learn the dependencies between snippets and further im-
prove the performance. In addition, the generated captions
provide explainable results to the surveillance end users.
Our proposed TEVAD framework achieves SOTA perfor-
mance on four different benchmark datasets.
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